The Registrar
IBA Human Rights Award 2015
Via e-mail: hr@int-bar.org
Friday, May 29, 2015
Re: Nomination of Waleed Abu Al-khair for the 2015 IBA Human Rights Award
Nominators
Lawyers for Lawyers
P.O. Box 71
1007 JC AMSTERDAM
The Netherlands

Lawyers’ Rights Watch Canada
3220 West 13th Avenue,
Vancouver, BC, Canada V6K 2V5

Nominee: Waleed Abu Al-khair
Date of birth: 17 June 1979
Nationality: Saudi Arabian
Address of usual residence: Saudi Arabia, Jeddah
Dear Sir/Madam,
In accordance with the request of the International Bar Association for nominees for the 2015 IBA
Human Rights Award, Lawyers for Lawyers and Lawyers’ Rights Watch Canada wish to recommend
and nominate human rights lawyer Waleed Abu Al-khair of Saudi Arabia, for the abovementioned
award.
Waleed Abu Al-khair is one of the best-known advocates for democratic and human rights reform in
Saudi Arabia. He has used the written and spoken word coupled with his legal knowledge to fearlessly
advocate for reforms to improve the lives of all in Saudi Arabia by calling on the Government of Saudi
Arabia to allow its citizens to enjoy internationally protected rights to freedom of expression,
association, assembly and the right to participate directly and indirectly in public affairs. He has done
this work through writing and public speaking, by representing causes and clients unpopular with the
Government of Saudi Arabia, by providing a safe space for peaceful discussion of issues of public
concern and by providing people with an example of responsible advocacy for justice for all. At the
risk of his own personal and professional safety and security Waleed Abu Al-khair persisted in using
his training and skills as a lawyer to be an outspoken advocate for an elected parliament, an
independent judiciary, a constitutional monarchy and recognition of human rights. He has also
advocated on behalf of prisoners of conscience and written many articles identifying human rights
abuses and the need for legal reform. He recommended reliance on the law and legal procedures to
effect reform and settle disputes and differences of opinion and never advocated or used violence as a
means of opposition. In 2012 he was awarded the Olof Palme Prize for:
“…his strong, self-sacrificing and sustained struggle to promote respect for human and civil
rights for both men and women in Saudi Arabia. Together with like-minded citizens and
colleagues, Waleed Sami Abu Al-Khair does so with the noble goal of contributing to a just
and modern society in his country and region.”1
Details of Waleed Abu Al-khair’s ‘outstanding contributions to the promotion, protection and
advancement of the human rights of all people in Saudi Arabia and their right to live in a fair and just
society under the rule of law’ are provided in the Curriculum Vitae enclosed with this letter.
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Olof Palmes Minnesfond, 2012. http://www.palmefonden.se/2012-radhia-nasraoui-och-waleed-sami-abualkhair-2/
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The Government of Saudi Arabia responded to this peaceful human rights advocacy on 1 April 2012
by banning him from traveling outside Saudi Arabia. In 2013 he was charged with a variety of vague
and over broad offences having to do with his advocacy for recognition of human and democracy
rights. When these offences resulted in a sentence of only three months, the Government of Saudi
Arabia re-charged him with similar offences which resulted in a prison sentence of 15 years.
On 15 April 2014, the Nominee was arrested while appearing at the fifth session of his trial before the
Specialized Criminal Court in Riyadh. On 28 May, at the seventh session of the Petitioner’s trial
before the Specialized Criminal Court, Judge Yousef Al-Ghamdi stated that the Petitioner was charged
under the Penal Law for Crimes of Terrorism and its Financing, Royal Decree No. 44 (12/2013). On
26 June 2014, during the eighth session of the trial before the Specialized Criminal Court, the
Nominee stated that he would not attempt to further defend or respond to the charges and accusations,
citing persistent refusal by the prosecution and court to properly consider the defenses raised.
On 6 July 2014 the Nominee was convicted of: seeking to discredit state legitimacy; abuse of public
order in the state and its officials; Inciting public opinion and insulting the judiciary; publicly
defaming the judiciary and discrediting Saudi Arabia through alienating international organizations
against the Kingdom and making statements and documents to harm the reputation of the Kingdom;
adopting an unauthorized association and being its chairman speaking on its behalf and issuing
statements and communicating through it; preparing, storing and sending what would prejudice public
order. The charges all arose from the Nominee’s engagement in peaceful activities associated with his
work as a lawyer and a human rights defender: activities protected by the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights and many other instruments including the Declaration on Human Rights Defenders, the
Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.
The arrest, prosecution and imprisonment of the Nominee by the Government of Saudi Arabia
contravene the Universal Declaration of Human Rights guarantees of liberty, freedom from arbitrary
detention, right to be presumed innocent until proven guilty according to law and right to an effective
remedy. Waleed Abu Al-khair has vigorously advocated for the recognition of human rights and
democratic reform in Saudi Arabia. Through this personal endeavor he has made an outstanding
contribution to the promotion of human rights, protection and advancement of the human rights of all
with respect to their right to live in a fair and just society under the rule of law. He has done so in an
unforgiving environment of undemocratic state rule, uncodified law and an inconsistent judiciary. His
contribution to the recognition of human rights, democratic reform and an independent judiciary has
led to his own prosecution and imprisonment. There he, even more so then before, experienced
firsthand the full destructive power of a failed legal system with no actual checks and balances and no
regard to basic human rights.
The Nominee is an example for other advocates of human rights all over the world, to endure
everything that comes their way and still persevere in the pursuit of equal rights for all especially with
regard to their right to live in a fair and just society under the rule of law.
The latest news with regards to the Nominee is that he has been beaten in detention. I refer the Bar to
his Curriculum Vitae for a list of his work and contribution to the human rights situation for all people
in Saudi Arabia.
The nominators are most proud to recommend Waleed Abu Al-khair as the recipient of the 2015 IBA
Human Rights Award in recognition of his extraordinary and selfless advocacy to promote, protect and
advance human and democracy rights for all in Saudi Arabia.
Sincerely,

Gail Davidson, Executive Director,
Lawyers Rights Watch Canada
Enclosure: Curriculum Vitae, Walleed Abu Al-khair

M.J. Paffen
On behalf of Lawyers for Lawyers
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WALEED ABU AL-KHAIR
Al Ha’ir prison in Riyadh Saudi Arabia, Jeddah
CONTACT DETAILS OF NOMINATORS:
Adrie van de Streek
Executive Director, Lawyers for Lawyers,
P.O. Box 7113, 1007 JC Amsterdam,
The Netherlands
Tel: +3` (0) 20 7171 638
Email: A.vandesStreek@lawyersforlawyers.nl;
Web: http://www.lawyersforlawyers.nl/

Gail Davidson
Executive Director, Lawyers Rights Watch
Canada
3220 West 13th Avenue,
Vancouver BC, Canada, V6K 2V5
Tel: +1 604 736 1175:
Email: lrwc@portal.ca

CURRICULUM VITAE
EDUCATION
Degrees
2003

Bachelor of Arabic Language of King Abdulaziz University in Jeddah

2009

Master of Jurisprudence from Yarmouk University in Jordan

License
Memorized the Holy Quran and granted a license by Sheikh Obaidullah Al-Afghani and approved
by the presidency of the teaching in the mosque of the Prophet in Medina.

OTHER EDUCATION
2010

Prepared for a PhD in comparative law and a thesis entitled: "The problem of the rule of
law at the national level between Islamic law and general international law and its
applications in Saudi Arabia" for 8 months in Britain
• Was then summoned back to Saudi Arabia for investigations of his activities.

2011

Registered in a six-week course on "Democratic leaders" at Syracuse University in New
York. The Saudi Arabia Bureau of Investigation and Prosecution in Jeddah summoned
him and told him that he was banned from traveling.

PRACTICE OF LAW
2007

Practice of law with the firm of Essam Basrawi

LEGAL REPRESENTATION
Represented people facing criminal charges for exercising internationally protected rights
including:
• Samar Badawi a Saudi woman sentenced for not obeying her father;
• Raif Badawi, founder the Saudi Liberal Network Internet discussion group; defendants in
the case of Jeddah reformers,
• Including Dr. Mossa bin Mohammed Al-Qarni and Dr. Saud al-Hashimiand; and, Dr.
Abdul Rahman al-Shumaimri, who were arrested in February 2007.

LEGAL AND HUMAN RIGHTS ADVOCACY
o
o

In 2007 he signed the Features of a Constitutional Monarchy, a petition calling for a
constitutional monarchy;
In 2008 he founded the Monitor for Human Rights in Saudi Arabia (MHRSA). MHRSA
and the Saudi Civil and Political Rights Association (ACPRA) and became the first to
highlight the plight of prisoners of conscience in Saudi Arabia; After registration of the
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o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o

MHRSA in Saudi Arabia was refused, the nominee obtained registration with Canada's
Ministry of Labour and asked the King to allow recognition of the organization in Saudi
Arabia. The Royal Court replied by transmitting the request to the Interior Ministry, which
opened an investigation into the organization;
In 2008 he initiated a 48-hour hunger strike for prisoners of conscience which led to sitins and demonstrations; In 2011 he signed Towards a State of Rights and Institutions, a 9point petition calling for elections, an independent judiciary and the establishment of civil
society institutions and labour unions. The petition was posted on a dedicated website and
Facebook and signed by over 9,000 before it was removed online;
In 2009, he contributed to the creation of a social media presence for the “Save Jeddah
Campaign” to enable communications between people assisting with rescues during the
flood;
In June 2009 he filed a lawsuit against the Interior Ministry because of detention for his
client without charge.
In 2011 he was named as one of the top 100 Arab activists on Twitter, having more than
40,000 followers, according to Forbes Middle East.
In 2012 he began hosting weekly meetings in his home called ‘samood’ (which connotes
resistance or steadfastness) to discuss social, political and philosophical issues. The
nominee was arrested temporarily in October 2013 as a result of these meetings. These
meetings began in reaction to the clamp down by the Government of Saudi Arabia on
gatherings in public places following the 8 February 2012 arrest of journalist Hamza
Kashgari;
In 2012 he publically criticized the “war” on freedom of expression and the
“criminalization” of thought in Saudi Arabia;
In 2013 he publically criticized the lack of codified laws and interference by the Minster
of the Interior as factors contributing to “religious extremism and intolerance among the
judiciary” and the conviction of human rights and civil society advocates;1
He represented a number of defendants in the case of Jeddah reformers, including Dr.
Mossa bin Mohammed Al-Qarni, Dr. Saud al-Hashimiand and Dr. Abdul Rahman alShumaimri;
He represented Raif Badawi, organizer of the Saudi Liberal Network internet discussion
group, after he was arrested and charged with ‘committing violations of legitimacy’ and
‘insulting the Divine self’. Raif Badawi was sentenced to 10 years in prison, a fine, and
1,000 lashes to be administered 50 lashes at a time;
He has attended meetings regarding human rights concerns with the Gulf Cooperation
Council.

PUBLICATIONS
Written many articles on legal and social reform including:
• Saudis stymied by fear, Institute for War & Peace Reporting, July 2011;
• Steadfast in pursuing a freer Saudi Arabia, Washington Post, April 2012;
• Jailed in Saudi Arabia for peaceful activism, Washington Post, November 2013;
• Saudi Arabia is stifling dissent in the name of counter-terrorism, MSNBC, June 2014;
• over 300 articles in Saudi newspapers concerning legal reforms and human rights issues.
Additionally, Waleed Abu al-Khair has published over 300 articles in Saudi newspapers concerning
legal reforms and human rights issues.

1

“The legal system is based on uncodified principles of Islamic law, which leaves judges largely free to decide
what actions, in their view, are crimes, as well as the appropriate punishments. I believe that the Interior Ministry
actively encourages religious extremism and intolerance among the judiciary, recognizing that judges with these
views are far more willing to convict human rights and civil society advocates of vague religious and social
offenses.” Waleed Abu Alkhair, Sentenced in Saudi Arabia for peaceful activism, Washington Post, 26
November 2013. http://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/sentenced-in-saudi-arabia-for-peacefulactivism/2013/11/26/95fbcc6e-507b-11e3-9fe0-fd2ca728e67c_story.html
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PARTICULARS of the NOMINEE
Family name: Abu Al-khair
First name: Waleed
Sex: Male
Birth date: 17 June 1979
Nationality: Saudi Arabia
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